
Abducted - Walkthrough

General

If you like this game, and you consider to contribute, please visit my Patreon page: 

https://www.patreon.com/peerke

You can also find me at f95zone, at Discord and at Itch:

https://f95zone.to/threads/abducted-v0-13-peerke.162705/#post-10937960
https://discord.com/channels/1116350985493807186/1116352264525856799
https://peerke007.itch.io/abducted

I'll try to guide you through this game as best as possible. But mind: there are a lot of different paths
possible. There's not a single 'best' route. You probably end up with a lot of different saves.

Warning: there is a lot of adult content in this game. Make sure you are considered of legal age in 
your country.

The games consists of several days; each day consists of several scenes. In most of the scenes the 
player can influence the game by making choices.

Statistics

There are a number of groups ('sisters', 'abductors', 'hunters', etc.). Each group has 'strength'-points. 
These points influence the behavior of the group. A weak group is more likely to surrender or to 
comply. They will then transfer information more easily. And with that information another group 
or individual can move on.

But also individuals have 'strength'-points. They work the same as those group-points – a weaker 
individual will comply more easily. And with the information that weaker individual provides 
another group or individual can act upon. A weaker individual also weakens the group.

They all start different:

'Sisters'-Group = 3  – Fight = 0
Pamela = 4 | Mary = 4 | Claudia = 3 | Alice = 3 | Joan = 2 | Samantha = 1 | Patricia = 3

'Abductors'-Group = 3
Monica = 5 | Nadya = 3 | Ulrike = 3 | Valerie = 1 | Olga = 3 | Greta = 1



Day 1

Scene 1 - 'Sisters' wake up in cage
1.1 Who to help:
    1 Help Claudia         [Sisters-group+1][Claudia+2][Fight+1]
    2 Help Mary [Sisters+1][Mary+1]
    3 Inspect the cage     [Sisters-1]

1.2 Who to help:
    1 Help Alice [Sisters+1][Alice+1]
    2 Help Joan           [Sisters+1][Joan+1][Fight+2]
    3 Talk to Claudia & Mary [Sisters-1]

1.1 means Scene 1 - Question 1 ; so 1.2 means Scene 1 – Question 2.

Depending on your choices the Sisters-group can become stronger or weaker (Sisters+1 or Sisters-
1). Claudia, Mary, Alice and Joan can also become stronger (for example: Joan+1).

Fight can become 0, 1, 2 or 3. Later in the game with Fight = 0 only Pamela will fight. With Fight =
1 Pamela and Claudia will fight. With Fight = 2 Pamela and Joan, and with Fight = 3 Pamela, 
Claudia and Joan will fight. This is the last time I give information about the continuation of this 
game.

Scene 2 - meet the 'Abductors'
2.1 Nadya approaches one of the others. Who?
    1 Ulrike        [hookers=Valerie][abductors-1][Nadya+1][Ulrike+1][Valerie-2]
    2 Valerie       [hookers=Greta][abductors+1][Valerie+1][Nadya+1][c_greta-1]
    3 Olga          [hookers=Nadya][abductors-1][Nadya-2][Valerie-2][Greta+1]

2.2 One of the girls forgets to remove a personal item. Who?
    1 Nadya [forgets_ring=Nadya][Nadya-2]
    2 Valerie       [forgets_ring=Valerie][Valerie-2]
    3 Ulrike        [forgets_ring=Ulrike][Ulrike-2]
    4 Olga          [forgets_ring=Olga][Olga-2]
    5 Greta         [forgets_ring=Greta][Greta-2]
    6 Monica        [forgets_ring=Monica]

2.3 Who has to take care of Patricia?
    1 Ulrike [Ulrike+1][Greta+1][Nadya-1][Valerie-1][Olga-1][pat_punish=Ulrike]
    2 Nadya           [Ulrike-1][Greta-1][Nadya+1][Valerie+1][Olga-1][pat_punish=Nadya]
    3 Greta           [Ulrike+1][Greta+1][Nadya-1][Valerie-1][Olga-1][pat_punish=Greta]
    4 Olga            [Ulrike-1][Greta+1][Nadya-1][Valerie-1][Olga+1][pat_punish=Olga]
    5 Valerie         [Ulrike-1][Greta-1][Nadya+1][Valerie+1][Olga-1][pat_punish=Valerie]



scene 3 - Patricia punished
There are 5 different paths possible, depending on your choice in 2.3
1 Ulrike
   3.1 What does Patricia decide
      1 Pat complies        [pat-1][pat_punish=Ulrike-naked]
      2 Pat doesn't comply  [pat+1][pat_punish=Ulrike-clothed]
2 Nadya               [Nadya_knows=True]
3 Greta
   3.2 What option does Patricia choose

1 The easy way          [pat_punish=Greta-naked][pat-1]
2 The hard way          [pat_punish=Greta-clothed][pat+1]

4 Olga
   3.3 What option does Patricia choose: with or without panties

1 Without panties [pat_punish=Olga-naked][c_pat-1]
2 With panties [pat_punish=Olga-clothed][pat+1]

5 Valerie
   3.4 What punishment does Nadya choose: pussy, tits, face or buttocks?

1 One blow to Patricia's pussy    [NadyaPat_punish=pussy]
2 Two blows to her tits           [NadyaPat_punish=tits]
3 Three slaps in her face         [NadyaPat_punish=face]
4 Six slaps on her buttocks       [NadyaPat_punish=ass]

   3.5 What option does Patricia choose: with or without panties
1 Without panties [pat_punish=Valerie-naked][Nadya_knows=True][pat-1]
2 With panties [pat_punish=Valerie-clothed][Nadya_knows=False][pat+1]

scene 4 – Jill meets Kate
No choices to make in this scene.


